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1Over 500 Candidates for Diplomas

I

ISpring - Mini Term
l~raduationIs June 5

I

Dr. Houston Cole. president emeritus of Jacksonville
State University
w i 11 be com.mencernent
speaker on June 5 for the largest graduating class
in Jax State's historv.

I

Over SW students will be awarded degrees in the
combined service for spring and interim semester

graduates. The services are scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in
Paul Snow Memorial Stadium.
Dr. Cole, who guided the destiny of the university for
29 years before his retirement this past January, was

asked by President Ernest Stone to deliver the speech.

SGA Rejects
Meal Change
Proposition
By Wen Scherer
Chanticleer Editor
In its second and third meetings
for the minimester, the SGA
devoted much time to discussion of
proposed meal ticket changes.

Artist's Sketch of Proposed Sign

Project to Erect
Campus Sign B

According to James Haywood,
director of food services, the
suggested plan, to be effective next
fall, would consist of three parts: a
I seated service in part 'of the
cafeteria, a cafeteria similar to
that used at present, and a snack
bar at which meal tickets could be
used.

Dr. Houston Cole
Commencement Speaker
more commercial, as well as to
allow it to become involved in the
intercollegiate press.

Under this arrangement, coupon
In other business, the SGA
books ($lOeach) would be sold, $120
a desire to recommend that
worth at a time. ~ o in ~the d voiced
~
Mr. Hayw00d take measures to
An attempt to close the Jax State communications gap is underway, cafeteria lines would be priced,
the poor lighting in Cole
thus allowing the student to pay for
according to SGA President Kwang Edeker.
Cafeteria.
Edeker announced last week the start of a $3,000 project to construct each individual meal.
an illuminated theater-like marquee bulletin board in front of Bibb
Furthermore, SGA executives
Feeding times would be exGraves.
plan
to propose the
The sign, which will be tentatively located directly behind the JSU tended, with regular and con- an urnhated sip, to be erected
mental
breakfasts
being
Served
a
t
stone marker on Pelham Road, will stand apiroximately 25 ft. high. It
entrance for fbe
at the
the same time.
will have a bulletin board area of 5 % ft. by 10ft.
purpose of posting campus events
Edeker said the purpose of the sign is to close the gap created by lack
Following Edeker's enumeration
interest. The
of the
of what he says are improper facilities to reach the students with
of
the
advantages
(flexibility,
Sl@
be
dependent
On 'Onmessages and announcements.
paying for what one eats) and tributiOns and would total @,OOO.
The sign will he used to announce movies, dances, sports events, etc.
M A treasurer Jim Cummings added that plans are being considered to disadvantages (losing tickets,
ina all^, approval was edende,j
out of tickets) of the
rent space on the sign during slack periods when the sign might not
~ ~ v Osborne's
i d
assumption of
was me position of sergeantet-arms.
otherwise b in use. Cumrnings said this would be wed tc help pay part proposed changes, a
passed in opposition to the new
of the costs of the sign.
Present plans call for the sign to be financed by contributions to a plan, preference being given the
Accprding to treasurer Jim
special fund. Edeker said the committee in charge-all four SGA of- wesent plm.
Cummings, present total funds
ficersthe process of creating a fund raise money ' ' ' so we can
It Was conceded that the new include $1,518.76 in savings, $1,416.16
use as little as possible of the SGA-students' money."
plan would be no less ellpensive for checking, and $977.86 for apEdeker places the original idea for the project with this committee.
and would provide no guarantee of ~opriations.
"I mentioned this idea to a few of the night students," Edeker said, better food quality.
"and most seem delighted by this."
Entertainment 'pnsored
by the
Jeff Frazier, SGA vice president, said the location was selected with
~
~focal pint
~ regarded
t
hthe ~SGA during
~
the minimester inthe help of Jax State President Dr. Ernest Stone. "We looked over the -agemat
of the manticleer. ~t cluded the booking of the band
place and we have his support and personal donation," said Frazier.
Was resolved that $100 of treasury "Hydra" on May 19 and the
A secondary spot for the S@ is near the exit off campus onto Pelham funds be contributed to the showing of the movie " ~ u t c h
Road. The final decision will be made later.
Chanticleer to help the newspaper &S~&Y and the hndance Kid''
The sign will be constructed by Noble Signs of Anniston.
become more independent and on May 28.

-

A native of DeKalb County, Dr.
Cole holds degrees from
Jacksonville Normal School, the
University of Alabama, and has
done additional graduate study at
Columbia University.
In 1942 he returnep to his alma
mater, which at that time was a
teachers college with only ll9
students enrolled. Through his
leadership the college expanded to
the third largest university in
Alabama with an enrollment of
nearly 6,000 students.
He has been active in numerous
civic, religious, and charitable
organizations.
Twenty-three advanced ROTC
cadets will be commissioned into
the U. S. Army prior to the
graduation servik. -Amone tbose
to be c o ~ n e m:
d
James R. Garmon, James E.
Moree, Jr., Andston; Tommy V.
Ellenburg, Arab; Cbarles D.
Goldman, Charles A. MeRoberts,
Ernest S. Sprdell, Harold J.
Taylor, and Glenn D. WirSOn,
Bumb'igham; Beamon E. H d ,
Boaz; Ronald Worlrman, C~ssetta;
and Gary Herring, Gadsden.
Richard L. Smith, Hanceville;
David L. Skees, Homewood; John
L. Casey, and Jerre Wilson,
Jacksonville; James M. Whitlock,
Langdale, ChristoFher R.
Montgomery; Paul L. Kerr,
0hatchee; Larry W. Leach,
Sylacauga; Carl M. Smith,
Weaver; Mark R. Johnson,
Edgewood, Md.; ~ l b e * L. Huffma", Gary, hd.; and Vinmt
Santoro, Orlando, Fla.
The commissioning ceremony is
scheduled for 1 p.m. in the Student
Commons Auditorium.
Following is a list by county and
city of the candidates for
graduation:
BLOUNT--- Jamellia Marion
Clark, Robert Cooper Graham, and
Brenda Sue Heaton, Oneonta.
CALHOUN---Kenneth Ray
Tidwell, Nan Elizabeth Woodruff,
and John ~ i c h ~Wooten,
d
Jr.,

(see C R A ~ U A T I ~ Nwe
,
7)
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Ignorant Complaining
a (lnw when the order of the day appears to center around the inab~l~t!
tc?cvnlplain, Jacksonville Stale University falls readily
~
1 (he
~ categon
(
~
of mnformity. Whether it be dissatisfaction with the
nrlllt~r).nchn~nlstratl\'eauthority, or student regulations, the university
,vntnbutes xn lnunense proportion of the noise.

, h l 7 , j 1 ~ i.$

Now t,hat regulations imposed upon women students have been eased,
Ix,w that conlpulsoq ROTC is no longer a point of argument, the "need"
t') (hswnthas dufted to the area of university food service.
~t 1s at this point. where students obviously have been unable to make
rrlatlr~ conlparison, that the argument becomes ridiculously
q:rc~un&d. In the opinion of this editor, if more of our students had had
the opportunity to eagerience the meal programs of other universities for
more than a day or two at a time, their complaints undoubtedly would
dnvldle.

Hoa man!- times have students at Jax State been appetized by an
occssional roach craw@ among the tossed salads? How many of us
here hare seen hamburgers cooked, thrown back into a pan of grease for
safekeeping,and then reheated for a moment or two upon the placement
of an order. Have we ever been blessed with molded pie crust? The answers to these questions must certainly fall into the negative category.

LQWattendance characterizes SGA meeting.

preposterous as they may seem, these conditions existed (and may still
exld) at a small private university not less than one year ago. And
burdened aith a present tuition of $36.50 per semester hour (not including
room and b a r d ) , students at that university would undoubtedly find the
food at Jax State to be not only reasonably priced, but also quite tasty.
This editor is not trylng to excuse the often ill-prepared food at our
university.
For, unquestionably, there is room for improvement. The editor's
purpose, in this case, is merely to point out that, whereas food service at
Jacksonville State lacks the expected commercial quality, in many ways
it is superior to that now in operation at other universities.

Apathetic Concern
Although discussion of student apathy has become a "worn out" topic,
it is quite possible that the subject has been discussed from the wrong
standpint. Recent student activities with regard to issues "relevant" tp
their interests tend to validate this conclusion.
As far as actual university interest is concerned, student efforts at
reform are generally carried on in only a half -hearted manner. Talk, of
which there is an enormous amount, rarely materializes into action. And
when there is action, there is no unity and very little sacrifice.

Whereas members of that vociferous minority are willing to risk arrest
in the nation's capital in a degrading and, for all intents and purposes,
meless, anti-war demonstration feware willing to attend evei one SGA
meeting. Thus, students concerned in one respect become apathetic in
another respect.
Perhaps too many of us wish to change the whole without altering the
oomponent parts-an impossible task. Perhaps we need to concentrate on
those poblems at hand rather than concern ourselves with those beyond
ow reach. such action might lead to eventual revision in other and
W a t e r areas of importance. It may not work, but it's worth a try.
b

dbanticleer

I he CHANTICLEER is a publication of Jacksonville State
Cnlversity. It i s published f o r the sole enjoyment and
f:nlightenment of the student body and faculty of the
unlverfjity community. All editorial opinion expressed
i h that of the editor, and is not to be construed a s
: ~ f lc la1 university policy.
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The Miss Northeast Alabama pageant, a
preliminary to the Miss Alabama Contest, was
held here May 15. Ceil Jenkins, center, of Birmingham, was named winner in the contest.
From left are: Arnette Morgan, a senior at

Southside High near Gadsden, third alternate;
Becky Jackson of Jacksonville, first alternate;
Miss Jenkins; Vickie
Owen, Jacksonville,
second alternate; and Angela Polard of Lineville
High School, fourth alternate.

JaX Law

Enforcement
Students Sworn In

Three Jax State Law Enforcement students were sworn in
as members of the Oxford police
department May 7.
The three, all juniors, were
Charles Rose of Mobile, Gerald
Owen of Oxford, and Billy White of
Oak Ridge, T ~ M . They join two
other Jax State students from the
department who are training in the
state: Johnny Robinson who is
working with the DeKalb County
Sheriff's Department, and Bruce
Howell who is working with the
Probation Office of Circuit Court.
The three students were given an
indoctrination talk by o x f o r d

Police Chief W. 0. Walden, who
told them to strive for fairness in
dealing with possible offenders.
The students began wor!dng
regular police beats May 8 accompanied by Oxford city officers.

Last Movie
Is Slated
"The Men", the movie in which
Marlon Brando made his
Hollywood debut, will be shown by
the JSU Film Society at 7:15
Tuesday night, June 1, in Hammond Hall. Also featured are
Teresa Wright and Jack Webb.
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After having spent one mini#
%semester
'z.
involved in a course of#
:?practical significance to my::::
:>:career,I must applaude this news
$venture of this institution. I have$$
$learned more in these field trips8
$::than in all the volumes which IW
g
read on the subject.
::::
.$$$j
W
...' Perhaps the powers that b
a
q

..

...'

#should
this
time be$
ncongratulated on moving towar$$
$more relevant and enlightening&
Beducation and away from:*:
.4
stechnical lectures in enormowW
2,
quantities.
3:
f..
-M. Kent Anderson ,$i'
,?.*
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Four Jaxmen Make All-ACC

Even though Rudy Abbott's
baseball Gamecocks missed out on
a championship in the Alabama
Collegiate Conference by getting
teat by the wrong team in the last
game of the season, his troups did
dominate the all star team that
was announced last week.
Selected to the first unit were
leftfielder Larry Foster, centerfielder Tommy Cason, firstbaseman Eddie Isbell, and pitcher Barney Wilson.
Abbott, along with Livingston
State's coach Bob Reisenor, was
named Coach of the Year earlier in
the same week.
Foster, a sophomore from Attalla, led the conference in hitting
with a .446 average and in
homeruns with 13. He had 42 rbi's,
and that was enough for runnerup
in that department.
Cason, the senior from Brunswick, Ga., hit .37l with eight
homers and 48 rbi's. He was
conference leader in rbi's, and was
third ia homeruns.
~sbeii also hit..3n, and was
considered the finest utility infielder in the conference. He was
bothered with a bad shoulder all

Eddie lsbell
season and was unable to throw at
his potential.
Isbell is from
Weaver and graduated from
Jacksonville High School.
Wilson, the big righthander
from Oxford, finished the season
with a 7-2 record. Six of his seven
wins were against conference foes.
Wilson completed the season with a
1.67 era which was second best in

New Cager
Will Join

Larry Foster

Tommy Cason

the conference.
The Gamecocks finished the
season 30-6 overall, and 152 in the
conference. Only Cason, catcher
Benny Bunn and rightfielder Craig
Edge will be missing from the
lineup next year.
Others named to the team included Willie Frazier, Elton Reece,
Benny Buttram, Gerry McBride,

A 6-6 Ohio sophomore is the
latest addition to Coach Tom
Paberson's Gamecocks.

Chanticleer
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Tony Rice, from South
Charleston, Ohio, signed a grantin-aid with the Jax State
Gamecocks last week.
He will join forces with Coach
Roberson in hopes of redeeming
the first Jax State losing season in
a decade of play.
Rice, who served as a top line
reserve for a squad that recorded
49 victories and lost 13 in his two
years of play, averaged 8.2 points
and 6.7 rebounds for the two-year
period.

In his first game as a freshman
at Dalton Junior College, he scored
32 points and claimed 17 rebounds
to set a new scoring record.
Although starting slow as a
sophomore, Rice came on strong at
mid-season to spark the Dalton
Roadrunners to mmpile a 30-4
mark, winning the George Junior
Athletic Association crown.
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Rice is the 13th Gamecock signee
for 197l.

Abbott Riesener Nzimed
Top Conference Coaches

$$
$$

:'.::
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Livingston Tigers Win
District Playoff Here
Livingston outscored William
The Livingston Tigers won the
District Playoffs here May 15 and Carey 9-2 to begin the second round
are playing in the Area Five NAIA of the tournament. Jacksonville's
Tournament at Knoxville, T ~ M . hopes to meet Livingston in the
Coach
Rudy
Abbott's tourney were shattered when they
Gamecocks were eliminated from fell 6-3 to William Carey.
The final round was moved to
the tourney after having their best
Gadsden because of wet grounds.
season in the school's history.
Their final record was 30 wins Livingston, still without a loss in
the tournament, defeated William
against six defeats.
William Carey College of Hat- Carey 3-2, thus winning the right to
Alabama
and
tiesburg, Miss., defeated the represent
Jaxmen 7-6 in the first game that Mississippi in the Area 5 NAIA
Playoffs.
went 11 innings.
Going into the playoffs with a
Livingston, winners of the
Alabama Collegiate Conference, commendable 15 game winning
walloped Jackson State 10-1 in the streak to their credit, Livingston
second game of the double defeated State College of Arkansas
44 in the opening game.
elimination tournament.
The winner of the double
Down 81 at one time, the Jaxmen
rallied to defeat Jackson College elimination contest will go on to the
1510 in a real donnybrook game NAIA World Series in Phoenix,
which ended the first day's ac- Ariz., June 4-9. Livingston placed
second in the NAIA last year.
tivities.

Rudy Abbott

1971 Football Schedule
DATE
Sept. 11
Sept. 25
Oct. 2

TEAM
Livingston
Southeast Missouri
Western Carolina
Oct. 9
S. E. Louisiana
Oct. 16
Troy
Oct. 23
Word
Oct. 30 (HC) U. Tenn. at Martin
Nov. 6
Open
Delta State
Nov. 13
Nov. 20
Florence

SITE
Anniston
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Hammond, La.

TIME

Jacksonville
Jacksonville

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
1:30

Jacksonville
Florence

7:30
2: 00

*OY

Both.Bob Risener of Livingston
State University and Rudy Abbott
of JSU have been named 197l
coaches of the year in the Alabama
Collegiate Conference in baseball.
In balloting, done by their fellow
conference coaches, Resiner and
Abbott tied for the award.
Reisner led his Tigers to their
seventh consecutive ACC title, his
fourth in as many years at
Livingston. The team finished the
regular season with a 32-6 over-all
record and a 14-2 ACC slate.
Jacksonville State, under the
leadership of Abbott, posted their
finest record in the school's history
at 29.3 over-all. The Gamecocks
also had a 14-2 conference,
however, Livingston had a 24
game edge with Jacksonville
during the regular season which
gave Livingston the crown.

Conference Officials
Meet In Louisiana
J

Coach Roberson said he was
delighted with the signing of the
big forward. "Tony will definitely
be a big help to our rebuilding
program," Roberson said. "He
has lost about 25 pounds from what
he was at the start of last season,
and now weighs 215. At that
weight, he is much more agile, but
still has enough push and pull to
handle himself under the guards."

and Allen Weedon of Livingston, with 62, doubles with 60, and runs
Danny Cawthorne and Charles with 306.
Gray from Huntingdon, Dennis
Gouch from St. Bernard.
In two years as skipper for the
Gamecocks, Abbott has compiled
The Gamecocks led the ACC as a an impressive 43-18 record overall,
team in every hitting category and that includes second place in
except triples. The Jaxmen led the ACC both years, and a 197l
with a batting average of .338, in invitation to the NAIA District 27
home runs with 50, stolen bases playoffs.

In ACC,

-

Gamecocks

uarney Wilson

Athletic officials from six MidSouth Athletic Conference and
four Gulf States Conference institutions will meet today a t
Nicholls State in Thiboubaux, La.,
to explore the idea of combining
the two leagues into a 10-team
athletic -conference.
The MSAC was a football conference formed last year with the
intention of bringing in all phases
of athletics by 1971. The members
include Jacksonville State,
Livingston, Troy State, Florence
State, Delta State in Cleveland,
Miss., and the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
In addition to belonging to the

MSAC, the four Alabama institutions are members of the 12
year old Alabama Collegiate
Conference in basektball and
spring sports. Since the birth of the
MidSouth last year, there has
been a constant quarrel between
the non-football playing institutions and the members of both
leagues that play football.
The ACC executive committee
has asked each football playing
member for a letter of intent as to
whether it will stay in the ACC or
pull out altogether. Spokesmen
from each of these institutions are
totally committedto the MSAC and
each plans to withdraw from the
ACC before next fall.
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Chanticleer Staff
The advent of the first
minimester at Jacksonville State
University has resulted in a
definite, but varied, impact upon
the university community. In
practically every aspect of this
novel institutional venture, both
praise and criticism have been
strongly voiced.
Upon general observation, it
appears that the more practical
the course, the more positive the
student evaluation. Whereas
straight lecture courses have
served merely to oppress the
students involved with extensive
reading assignments, those
courses geared primarily to
classroom participation have
produced a greater sense of
relevancy on the part of the participants.
In order to disclose some degree
of student sentiment, the Chanticleer has attempted to present a
general evaluation of some of the
more unique courses being offered.
The following is a concise
discussion of several individual
evaluations.
Publications Workshop
Unlike many other subjects that
have
been
covered,
the
publications
workshop has
received, for the most part,
unanimous approval.
This
heretofore unoffored course is
divided into two groups, one
composed of students on the
Mimosa staff, and the other
consisting of Chanticleer staff
members.
The purpose of the Mimosa
workshop is to
organize the
Mimosa staff for 1972. Working and
studying together, the students
have come together to form the
staff. According to Mrs. Opal
Lovett, instructor for the course,
they do the actual planning of the
yearbook and create the tentative
layouts, this "ahead-of-time"
preparation making the final work
simpler. Under this system, there
is more time to devote to bettering
the yearbook.
The class has had guest lecturers
from the publishing company, as
well as Mr. Opal Lovett, the
photographer.
Mrs. Lovett feels that the
students have been doing a fine job
in becoming an organized working
unit. All are quite serious about
their work.
Although there is still a
motlumental job to accomplish, a
tremendous amount of work has
already been done.
An attempt has been made to
attract an equal number of
representatives from all facets of
college life.
According to some of the participants in the workshop, it is
enjoyable. Preliminary work is
done ahead of time, thus making
the work easier for the staff and
allowing the yearbook to progress
smoothly.
The purpose of the Chanticleer

workshop, under the direction of
Larry Smith, is to acquaint those
students involved with the principles of journalism. Practically
all aspects have been coveredfrom the proper procedure for
writing a news story to the actual
process of laying out a paper.
From a practical standpoint, the
course has been most beneficial
with regard to the development of
technique, a vital element in
newspaper organization.
It is hoped that a program such
as this one will encourage journalistic interests, which are so
glaringly absent from this campus.
In this manner, the quality of the
newspaper may be improved, and
greater student participation may
be developed.
Gymnastics Class
Receiving high acclaim from
students, the gymnastics class
appears to be a complete success.
The Gymnastics Laboratory is
designed for the purpose of
planning and putting on a performance in gymnastics. Class
members must have had experience in gymnastics, preferably
at JSU.
The girls work 14 hours a week
for three weeks preparing the
skills they perform.
The events which were covered
in the show on May 28 were tumbling, minidramp, balance beam,
double skills, parallel bars, uneven
parallel bars, triple skills, free
exercise, a clown routine, trampoline, and pyramid building.
According to the students, the
class has been worthwhile and
relatively beneficial. Because of
the extended time period, they
have been able to set up the
equipment and still have time for
learning new skills.

Observational Astronomy
Observational Astronomy is a
course designed to teach the
fundamentals of observation. Its
primary purpose is to help students
who will, after graduation, pick up
astronomy as a hobby.
In the course students develop
techniques which will benefit them
through later use. They observe
the stars and planets as they move
in respect to the earth and to each
other.
According to Clarence Angelette,
the instructor, "Student enthusiasm is greater than in most
required courses, and the students
are very active in the classeswhich is generally true for any
elective. The course lends itself to
the minimester and is a s
challenging as students can absorb
the information. The pace is much
faster than a regular semester,
and the students have covered an
almost unbelievable amount of
material."
The major detractor is the
weather as this particular season
is not the best time for observations. When the weather is
too bad, the students use the

'
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES (FL) C o n t ' d
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planetarium.
From the student standpoint, all
seemed to enjoy the course, but, as
one student put it, "We try to cover
too much in too short a time."
They expressed the opinion that
the course was harder than courses
in the regular semester, a concensus for almost all minimester
courses.
Being non-science majors, one
stated, they did not have a good
background in science, a problem
which made a lot of what they
were covering too technical.
Scientific Heterdoxy
The scientific heterdoxy course,
under Dr. William Reid, is an
examination of the literature of
scientific dissent, some of which is
purely crackpot and some of
which, once considered to be
crackpot, has since been
discovered to be true. Sample
topics
include
alchemy,
cataclysmic geological and cosmic
theories like those of Velikovsky;
the Symmes "Hollow Earth"
theory; alleged exotic biological
specimens
such
as
the
"abominable snowman," the
pre"Lock Ness Monster,"
Colurnbian crossings of the Atlanta
and Pacific.
The material, some of which is
historical, is unorthodox. This is
the type of course which broadens
one's background and makes one
aware of the w~dediversity of ideas
people may hold.
Although this is not the type of
course in which credit could be
given for physics, it provides a
variety of information which is
worth knowing but which cannot
be taught along with the regular
course in physics
According to students, it is a
course taken because it is interesting. Although it is worth
three hours credit, it is not the type
of course one would take during the
regular semester.
Current Issues
In Biology
The biology department has
instigated a program in current
biological problems, one course for
biology majors and minors and one
for other students. These courses
highlight such issues as the drug
problem, environmental hazards,
and other problems relevant to
survival. The basic course (300) is
taught in three parts by three instructors. Included in the subject
matter are drugs and radiation,
under Dr. William Staples;
nutrition and population, under
Francis Woodliff; and pollution,
under Marion Rollins.
Dr. Staples expressed great
hopes for the type of course which
he is teaching. He went on to say
that these are problems of people,
and that recognizing these
problems must preceed solving
them. He emphasized that the
course should be continued "if we

From the student standpoint, the
lecture nature of the biology class
is somewhat tedious. There is also
the problem of limited time.
However, students liked the air of
informality and the freedom of
debate.
One of the most outstanding
features of the class is the
student's awareness of relevancy
and their notice of some degree of
purpose in what they are studying.
Judicial Process
The Judicial Process course is
taught by Hope Davis and is
limited to ten students. These
students concentrate on court
room attendance and outside
reading. The course is centered
around court room observation.

Mr. Davis emphasized the need
to observe actual court room
functioning, a process which
cannot be learned from books or
lectures. He further noted the
personalities of judges and
lawyers, explaining how an understanding of such traits can give
the student the insight into judicial
process which books fail to capture.
Although there is a large amount
of outside reading involved, the
students in the judicial process
class seem to find this procedure
more relevant and exciting than
the typical lecture method. As
with the biology class, the main
arguments center around limited
time. Here again, students were
pleased with- the informal a t mosphere and the freedpm of
debate.
Whereas the lecture
nature of the biology class caused
the students involved to mention
long class periods, the judicial
process students failed to notice
their class hours even though they
often spent eight hours on court
trips.
As with the biology class, the
outstanding feature of this course
is the students' awareness of
relevancy and their sense of
purpose in their studies.
In conclusion, criticism of the
minimester manifested itself in a
variety of ways.
Many students felt that six hours
was too heavy an academic load.
Furthermore, too much information was compressed in the
length of time allotted, thus
making retention difficult.
Other students expressed the
opinion that a better description of
the courses should be given.
Many also felt that it would help
if the professors did not try to teach
as much.
Positively speaking, some
students felt that minimester was
quite beneficial for the person
needing a few hours to graduate.
An interesting and practical
suggestion concerned possible
limitation of the minimester to
juniors and seniors needing a few
hours to graduate.

3

Reid

Le t o p i c s m i g h t i n c l u d e
=^vies l i k e t h o s e of
Ted e x o t i c b i o l o g i c a l
X h Ness M o n s t e r " ;
-c.
TO o b t a i n some

-r.a=kpot" i d e a s l a t e r a c c e p t e d ; some r e j e c t e d ; and some
in
J e s t i o n . L e c t u r e p e r i o d s o c c a s i o n a l l y r e p l a c e d by l i b r a r y r e s e a r c h
G e n e r a l e l e c t i v e c r e d i t only.

ut t h e d i s c r e t i o n of t h e i n s t r u c t o r .

feel that it is worthwhile to the
students."
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Alpha Xi Delta
The weekend of May 21-23 was an eventful one for the Sisters of Alpha
Xi Delta. Friday night the Sisters had a cookout and spend the night party
at their house. Saturday the Alpha Xi's enjoyed a swimming party at
Mrs. Haywood's, plus anotherspend the night partyst the Alpha Xi Delta
house that night. Sunday morning the girls initiated five new sisters:
Vicky Boutwell, Kathy Hamilton, Janet Norris, Sara Seaborn, and Bonita
Stewart. After initiation the Sisters enjoyed breakfast at the Village Inn
and services at the Presbyterian Church.
Good luck to Alpha Xi's who will be graduating in June: Beth Dozier,
Kay Jones, Lynn O'Barr, Stephanie Pannebaker, Jeannie Potts, Betty
Sisk, Kaye nompson, Faye Thompson, and Cissy Willis.

Zeta Tau Alpha
The Zeta's held a workshop the weekend of May 2 2 4 lot of hard work
and also a lot of fun.
Good luck to Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha who are graduating: Dianne
Di,Melinda Fuller, Dianne Hocholzer, Loretta Livingston, Carol Payne,
Pam Robbins, and Katie Troncale.

Phi Mu
Phi Mu's enjoyed a swimming party at Beverly Bethea's Monday, May
24.
Congrats to Ceil Jenkins for being selected Miss Northeast Alabama.
Good luck to Phi Mu's graduating seniors: Jamie Clark, Margie Coe,
Peggy Isbell, Ellen Henderson, Donna Lovett, Susan Pelham, Carol
Sedlacek, and Amelia Turner.

Alpha Tau Omega
ATO's from Jax State are looking forward to their Summer House
Party with the ATO's from BirminghamSouthern. The big event will be
in Panama City sometime in June.
The
--- - Brothers
-- - .
. - wish lots of luck to maduating seniors: Bobby Gardner,
David Gillon, Jim Moree, avid Thomas, andGlen Wierson.
Good luck to AT0 Brother Fred Waits who is returning to Seattle.
Congratulations to Brother Glen wikerson
6 6 ~ t t sis9,
l e Robbie
Tubbs on their recent marriage! ! !

Delta Tau Delta
Delts enjoyed a cookout at their house May 22, which climaxed their list
of spring activities.
They also enjoyed visits from Delts f r ~ mUniversity of Alabama and
Auburn during that weekend.
Good luck to Delta Tau Delta Brothers who are graduating in June:
William (Buffy) Burks, Ron Brinker, Bert Sims, and Larry Pinson.

Delta Chi
The Chi's enjoyed a cookout Saturday, May 22, when they entejainesl
Chi's from University of Alabama.
The Delta Chi's are looking forward to their summer party in Birmingham with Delta Chi's from all over the state of Alabama.
Good luck to Chi Brothers who are graduating: Terry Bentley, Richard
Eoudrot, Said Hissin, Jim Langley, Richard Smith, and Sam Spruiell.

Kappa Sigma
The Kappa Sigs honored their little sisters, the Stardusters, with a
party ~ a i - 2 7 . The Brothers of Kappa Sigma are looking forward to National Conclave
which will be in Los Angeles this summer.
Lots of luck to graduating seniors: Terry Cook, Jim Clayton, Jim
Garmon, Mike Powell, and Mike Smith.

Rush??
What is it anyway? Is it just a week of parties and meeting people, or is
it learning the social life philosophy of the Greek organizations? Actually, it is both. Not only is "Rush Week" an excellent opportunity to
make lots of friends, but it also acquaints one with the Greek system.
Every campus with Greeks groups is organized somewhat differently.
Here at JSU, there are three sororities, Alpha Xi Delta, Zeta Tau Alpha,
Phi Mu, and each one has its own individual meaning of "Being a Greek."
Generally speaking, each group will agree that an individual greatly
benefits by becoming a Greek. You ask how??
Greek organizations help to develop friendship, maturity and
character. They also promote intellectual, social and mental develop
ment, appreciation of learning and education, and service and concern
for others.
Yes, an individual does benefit in many ways by pledging a sorority or
fraternity. No one person can accomplish as much by himsell as he can
with a group. Be a mature and responsible individual- be a Greek-after
all, that is wllat it's all about! !!!
Sign up for fall rush in the Student Affairs office before the end of mini
semester. There is a $2 fee.

Preliminary production of the
1971-72 Jax State J-Book began this
week.
Mrs. Judith Reese, this year's
editor of the SGA- sponsored
student handbook, said she is in the
process of reviewing material. She
said she hopes to get the annual
publication "away from its stilted
appearance."
The J-Book is a quarto-size
handbook of approximately 30
pages. It is distributed free each
fall to incoming freshmen, and lists
clubs, organizations, activities,
and other explanations of Jax State
student life.
Mrs. Reese said she has not had
a deadline imposed yet by the SGA
president, but she expects the work
to be completed by July.
"I'm going to try to give it a little
more original look," she said.
"Maybe use some more candid
Among those serving as offlcers of the Leone Cole Home Economics Club
shots."
are, from left, Becky Boyd, Albertville, reporter; Clara Rasberry, home
Some 1600 copies of the J-Book economics instructor, who is sponsor of the club; Donna Bryan, Oneonta,
will be printed, she said.
song leader; and Ann Foshee (seated), Albertville, pyliamentarian.

Spring And Mini Term Graduation List
Alexandria;
from Anniston,
Denise Charlene Amerson, Henry
Preston Baugh, Jr., Annie Pauline
Blackmon, Michael k e Bright,
Zackie Woodrow Carpenter, Jr.
Bobby Sue Chambers, Mrs.
Shelby Cochran Clem, James
Hurley Cooper, Freddie Ray
Curvin, John Allen Davenport,
Pamela Draper, Glenda Marie
Eaton, Glenn Davis Falkner,
Frank Alan Friar, James Reuben
Garmon, William Marshall Hill,
Jr., Mrs. Linda Troutner Holrnes.
Robert Lloyd Hudson, Doyle
Ivey Ingram, Robert Maurice
Jones, Henry Irvin Kick, Bennington Stephen King, I n , k o
Mark Lander, Jerry Wayne
Lockette, Bobby Lee Malone,
Thomas Gordon Marler, Martha A.
Martin, Mrs. Pamela McClure
McDermott, Hal Kenney McElroy.
Harry Reed Moore, nI, James
Elon Moree, Jr., Ronald Harlan
Ogles, Stephanie Catherine
Pannebaker, Samuel Douglas
Peak, Larry Wayne PinSon,
Charles Michael Reid, Donald
Scott, Car01 Jean Sedlacek, Gary
Stanton Smallwood, Herman Clyde
Smith, Jr.
Mrs. Judith Day Smith, Richard
Monroe Smith, Faye Thom~son,
Kaye Thompson, Mrs. Ella Quay
Webb, Harold Eugene West,
Charlotte Lucile Whitley, Larry
Stewart Wiggin, and William
Stanley Zinn.
Mrs. Carol Jean Kelley, Nina
Cheryl Polk, and Stephen Jon
PoritZ, Bynum; Mrs. Beverly
Finley Parker, Ft. McClellan.
From Jacksonville, Joseph Guy
Alred, Jr., Mrs. Elizabeth White
Blaikie, Mrs. Mary R&.ool Blount,
Richard W. Bourdrot, Ronald
Martin Brinker , Beverly Kay
Brittain, Gloria Diane Brown,John

Rodney Burgess, Beulah Clarice
Casey, John Leonard CaSey,
Richard Michael Casey, Rita
Marie Clark, Terry Leon Clark,
Cathy Dianne Davis.
Mickey Dwayne Elliott, Robert
Morris Ervin, Mrs. Jerry Burchell
Farrell, Barclay C. Fisher, Glenn
Andrew Fox, David Earle Fuller,
Mrs. Freida S. Gdum, Sixnuel
Earl Gissendanner, Jr., Mrs. Judy
Lynne Glass, Richard Melvin
Grass, Mrs. Janice Hall Harkins,
Winford Honzel Holcomb, Jr.,
Thomas Richard Howard, Jr.,
Mancil Malvin Johnson, Mrs.
Patricia Gilliland Johnson,
Richard Wesley Johnson, Mrs.
Judy Ray Jones, Ken Jones,
Walter Parks King, Mrs. Myrtee
Martin Land, Jimmy Wayne
Langley, Dennis Larry Lee.
Fred Louis Long, Marvin
Routledge Martin, Jr., Mrs. Molhe
King Martin, hfl"~.Patricia McNeil,
Jimmy Wayne Morrison,
Thomas Ode11 Newman, Dale
Rexford Panhatz, Mrs. Evelyn
Carol Perry, Janett Poole, Edwin
Claborne P r e ~ ~ ~ o oJr.,
d , Bobby
John Rast.
William Edward Ray, Jr., Mrs.
Amanda Chappel1 Reaves, John
Paul Segars, Carey Franklin
Smith, Marion Elliott Smith,
William Sanford Smith, Calvin
Lonzo Spears, 111, Mrs. Anita Irene
Springer, Richard Steven Stanley,
Robert Pelham Trammell, m.
Mrs. Patricia Leverett Upchurch, Phillip Ray Vaughn,
Albert P e a c e Williams, n, Henry
Charlton Williams, and Jerry W.
Win.
Paul Leonard Kern, and Mrs.
Roberta Louise Kerr, Ohatchee;
----Carlotta
Abbott, James Louis
Baker, James ~ i k a m
Bennett, 11,
William R-U
atney, m-

HW Durick, ms. Sandra ~ ~
Gaines, Freida ~ & ~Hutcheson,
l l ~
George Randy Otwell, Vernon Clay
Roberson, Mrs. Diane Fant
Robertson, and Steven Rogers
Whitney, Oxford,
From Piedmont-Donald Wayne
Benefield, D~~ Frank Bryan,
T~~~
Wayne Domey, Gene
Franklin ~ l ~ Shirley
~ d , Diane
~
~ ms,~ Cynthia
b ~ ~u
Harper, ms. u d a Gilley mghfield, phiup he Little, Linda
Viella Rice, Eddie Wayne Taylor,
James Arnel Vanderford, &my
Lee Wardlaw, and ms.Paula Ann
young.

ms. Jean ill^ Johnson,
hqark ~ ~ l Johnson,
p h
James R~~
Reese, ~1 Michael Smith, Lois
Jean stahl, ~
~Randy
v Taylor,
i
~
Weaver; Charles Edward Carter,
Sharon Dale Curvin, and Alfred
Dale Haver, Wellington.
CHAMBERS---Ronald Eddie
Workman, Cusseta;
Martin
Luther Pierce, ~JI, LaFayette;
and James Michael Whitlock,
Langdale.
CHEROKEE-Eugene
Turner
Mann, III, Cedar Bluff; Mrs.
~ m c ~yo y Branum,
d
Mrs. Jeanne
Men~ u f ~ r ark
d , Green, Nathan
Levon Jennings, Mrs. Sandra
Goodson Lowe, Henry Grady
~ e ~ ~Steven
l d ~a~
~ , S-em,
Ceylon Demarie Wade, Max
Howard Wynn, Centre; and
LaDonna Ann East, Leesburg.
C H I L T O N - - - W ~ ~Seth
~~~
Hackett, Cecil Eugene p art in, Jr.,
and Randolph Brown Muncy,
amton,
CLAY-Brenda Gail Mitchell,
Lineville.
CLEBURNE-Virginia Boozer,
~
Elizabeth
s . ~ m i uButternorth,
l
--- ~
p
p

(*
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TwoDepartment Heads Retiring This Month
Last Semester for
Calvert, Van Kueren
Two Jax State teachers retire
this month taking with them a total
of 77 years of teaching experience.
Mrs. Palmer Calvert, head of the
Physical Education Department,
and Dr. Edwin Van Keuren, head
of the Political Science Department, will leave their positions at
the end of the minimester.
In an interview with the Chan-

Miss Mary Moss Coggans (fhird from left) was
honored with a reception recently on the eve of
her retirement from the English Department.
From left, presenting her gifts, are: Mrs. William
Calved, head of the physical education department; Dr. William Calved, head of the English

departm@~t;ivil~s Goggans, who has been a
member of the faculty and Jacksonville
Laboratory High School for 25 years; and Mrs.
Tom Malone, a member of the English Department.

Mrs. Wvefi
ticleer last week, Mrs. Calved,ana
Dr. Van Keuren talked of their
education experiences and their
plans for the future.
Mrs. Calved, whose father was
president of Jax State from 1901tg
1942 (Dr. C. W. Daugette) said she
intends to keep her retirement
teaching, a e estimates that she activities in line with those she has
The Jax State English Depart- the need for ambition . . or the
very seldom took off more than one had professionally.
q e n t observed the ending of 45 fact that man needs something
. month a year for vacations. And "I've thought about all the things
years of teaching dedication greater than himself .
her vacations were for traveling.
that I always liked to do," she
~ecentlywith a reception in honor Christianity in other words."
Her travels are more than mere said, "and they're so varied."
of Miss Mary Moss Goggans.
Miss Goggans' church work; she vacations, however. As an English
"As a general rule I like to do the
Miss Goggans has been with the
Jax State English Department for said, has been and will continue to teacher she keeps her eyes open for things that we both like to do
background sites. "One time I was together," she said. Her husband,
13 years. She will retire at the end play an important role in her
future plans.
in Boston," she said, "and I felt as Dr. W i Wvert, is head of the
of the summer semester.
- Though she has taught in several She is also going to continue if I'd fought the American English Department.
"We do a lot of walking," she
Alabama cities, over half of her traveling. During her years ofo Revolution all over again."
teaching has been done in
Jacksonville.
"I supervised
practice teaching of English at the
high school (in Jacksonville) for 13
jiears," she said.
Asked by the Chanticleer to
review student changes during her
time as teacher, Miss Goggans
In the Miss
International
&w
to begin as a w t e Citizenship."
gave some definite views: "You
The Civinette Club here received
(Xne&sk,be
"B~mof
want the truth? I don't think they Contest, held the last of April,
its
charter at a banquet in
apply themselves as well as they
December, 1969, with a charter
wed to."
membership of 30 girls.
She emphasized, though, that
The officers of the local club
"that's taking the group as a
include : Judy Shelton, president;
whole. I've got a class that's fine
Marcella Wells, vice-president;
now, but they're not freshmen."
Betty Newsome, secretary; Kay
Reasons? "The change has been
W a d e r , treasurer; Gilda Lotte,
& the affluent society that you
chaplain; Mary Blevins, historian;
young people have been brought up
and Patty Blalock, sergeant- atin," she said after some thought.
arms. The faculty advisor is Mrs.
"You haven't felt the squeeze of
Gates.
money." Again she limited her
Active members must be full
generalization: "I don't think it's
time students of Jacksonville State
' the individual as much as the
University.
conditions in which he has been
Proposals for membership must
reared."
be presented to the secretary in
She thought again, then added,
writing and must include the en"I don't blame the young people at
dorsement of two active members.
all."
Any girl who would like to join
Much of her teaching, she
the
Civinettes may call 435 4631 for
daims, reflects this attitude. "I
Miss Betty June Newsome
campus and in the community, and
information.
' have tried to instill in my students

said. Their regular daily walks
have changed only slightly during
the past few years: "We've gotten
to where we drive out of town and
walk only about three miles a
day. "
Teaching at Jacksonville since
1950 (with a six year period from
1937 to 1943)' Mrs. Calvert said she
considers the dance one of her
favorite areas of participation and
instruction. "But I think gymnastics is too . . . it's so hard to
say," .she said.
Mrs. Calvert claims the
development of ingenuity as one
important asset a teacher has to
have.
Mrs. Calvert's education includes
B. S. degree rrom George Peabody
College in Nashville with additional undergraduate work at
Columbia University.
She
received her M. S. from Louisiana
State University.
Dr. Van Kueren, a retired Army
colonel, estimates he has a total of
some 48 years m the teaching
wofession including ekery line
'rom high school teacher to
merintendent
He was "born and raised in

.

JSU Engl.ish Professor to
Retire Af 'ter Summer Term
.

.

Betty June Newsome Recently
Chosen "Miss Civitan of JSU

1
,

Dr. Van KWRP
upper New York . .up the river.
at the foot of the Catkills."
He had well established himself
in educational administration
when he joined the army. What
pompted him to leave education?
"World War 11," he said. "I
missed World War I by one year
and I made up my mind I wasn't
going to miss World War II."
He received a commission and
retired in 1956 under a retirement
credit system based on service
time and age. He was separated
from the service at Ft. McClellan
after heading the fort's chemical
school during the early 1950's.
He accepted a teaching position
with Jax State because, he says, "I
had never lived in the South before
and we liked it so much we decided
not to move."
Asked of his retirement plans,
Van Kueren said he had nothing
definite yet, but that he would stay
active in civic organizations. He is
presently district governor of
Rotary International for North
Alabama.

.
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esterGraduation List Gant:i.na.aed

Mrs. Brenda Elaine Freeman,
Angeline Guthrie, and
Clarice Ann Ventress, Heflin.
,CONECUH-William
Latham
Snowden, Evergreen.

Cynthia Rebecca
McMahan Trusler, Sandra Kay
U s s e r ~ ,Linda Lou Waldru~,Mrs.
Patricia Vann Watson, Homer
Windred White, Mrs. Martha
Keller Williams, Polly Marie

a u1
Edward
Steadman, Goodwater.

Williams,
Linda and Gerald

Kirksey Davis, Trussville; Mrs. ~ f i ~ tJr.,
t , Theodore,
~~b~~~~~ n Carrington,
n
Warrior.
MONTGOMERY--Charles
LAWRENCE--Mrs.
Marsha G~~ and christopher ~
~
Anne M
~ ~ i G ~c,jurtland;
l ~~ ~ ~,
~
R~~~~ (-lark
Weatherwax, Wanzer, Montgomery.
MoRGAN-Phyllis Ann 'lark'
Dennis mdal
Loretta Gay
LEE-Mrs.
Margarit
Livingston, be
and a t ~ Rickey
Gray
and Linda
Eddie Skinner
Kerr, Ridgeway,
; B~~~~

CULLMAN4har0n
Mil1er,
Edwin Bryson,
Dale Meadows,
Auburn; opelika.
Robert Bernard
Crane
Hill;
WilliamLeeDouglas
Howard,
Gallant;andPatricia Dim
Olambers, Cathie Nash
Stell
Eugene
MADISON---Marshall Wayne
Franklin Davis, Jr.3 Charles Haggard, John Douglas Hagood, Corlew, Hazel Green; Terry Lee
Edward Duncan, Steven Ray and John Aldrich Harvey, Glencoe. Bentley, J~~~ B
~ ~
~l
Glasscock, Cdlman;
Barbara
Henry King, Charles Brumbelow, William
Marie Burney, Albert Lowery Dothan.
Morgan Caudle, Rhonda
Huffman, Freddie
lames JACKSON-Angela Beth Lester COcban, Dianne Marie pa,John
Larry
and Mrs. Dons Marie Young9 Robert Esslinger, Anita Sue
and David
Pis@; Linda Paulette Ferguson,
Francis, Peggy Jo Isbell, Linda
HanceviUe.
Mrs. Judith Young Heidinger and ~ n nKeagy, Kenneth Pul May,
DEKALB-Judy
sisk. ScOttsboro;
Nancy J0 Ogazalek, James Burdin
Collinsville;
Cecil Morris Colvin, Betty
Kaye Culpepper,
Section. Lynda
Striplin and Larry l3dward White,
Judy Carol Green, and Coy LaDon
JEFFERSONStanton Vollie
J a m e s Cxlisle, Bessemer.
Wallace, Crossville;
MARSHALL-Charles L. Bowen,

*ppleton3
Jimmy Eller,
Dean
Bdley, Mrs.
June Hawkins
Jimmy Hugh Finley, Mrs. Delight
Randolph Garmany, Linda Gail
Emma
Kane
Jardan, Robert Moore
Keith,
Howard
Bruce King, Mrs. Kay Jones
Medina, Clyde W.Miller, Terry A.
Reed, Ft. P a p e ; Mrs. Teresa
Dale Jones Noell and Phyllis Ann
Wilkie! Fyffe;
Shelia Renae
Boddin and Phillip Barry Moore,
Henagar; Mrs. Mary Etta Bailey,
Hugh Barksdale,
Sizemore, and Roger
Michael Skaggs, Mnsville.
ETOWAH-Mrs. Delila Ann Ellis
Woody, Alabama City; Gloria
Alice McAfee, Altoona; Douglas
Renfro Caudill, Mrs. J0ann Webb
Dyer, Wilburn W. Ellis, Charles
David Jones, Sandra Lynn Levvorn, Irish Gwendolyn McClendon,
and Mrs. Crystal L. Wiggonton,
Attalla.
From Gadsden-James Harold
B d l e ~John
,
C- Bdn, Theresa Am
Bearden, Anna Elizabeth Brugge,
Mrs. Frances R. Cmeron, Mrs.
Jane Maddox Carter, Mrs. Sharon
Fincher Coker, Jean R. Colsbn,
Curtis Craig Edge, Robert Alan
Elrod, Katherine Louise Ferguson,
Paul Richard Ferguson, Mrs.
Carol Ekmders Fore, Jan Guy
Preeman, Julia Anne Furse, Roxie
Diane Geiger, Crandale Edward
Gilchrist, Jack Eugefie Graves,
Jr., and 0. Ronald Gray.
Larry Wayne Guffey, Mrs.
Kathy Dixon Guyton, Sherman E.
Guyton, Gary L. Kerring, Paul
Bruce Hicks, Aubert Myron
Horton, Troy Lee Horton, Larry
Thomas Hughes, Mrs. Ethel
Bufford Isom, Charles Joseph
Johnson, Jr., Margaret Ann Jones,
Mrs. Cheryl Ann Naylor Kelley,
Jerry Wayne Landers, Rondal
Dewey Lankford, William Douglas
Logan, Brenda Gail McBurnett,
James Larry McElwee, David Ray
Mackey, Jr., and Mrs. Leigh
Godwin Minshew.
Mrs. Elaine Arther Moon,
Charles Franklin Moore, Mrs.
Sandra Ruth Dodd Morris, James
Wilson Neff, Perry Milton Noojin,
Jerry Michael Nunn, Pamela Lynn
Oliver,
~ a r Jean
y
Osborn,
Carole Yvonne Payne, Nancy Lou
Pearsall, Carolyn Earline Preston,
Danny Phillip Robertson, Herbert
Holtman Rothock, Patricia Gail
Shaw,Terry Lee Souther, Timothy
Allen Springer, Amy Laura
stinson, M ~ ~~ . l Joyce
~
Taylor.
~~b J. ~
h james
~~ d
Thompson, Tyrus Mandell

-

From
Blrmingham-m.
Betty
JO
Adams,
Robert Joseph Adam%
Dwane Neil Albrets, Lawrence
Finlayson Aycock, Jr., Bernard
lac Barber, Jr.,
Baty,
Jr., Louis ,PatrickWilliam
Botta,
Jr., James Hunter Clayton, Jr.,
Marjorie Ann Coe, Terry Milton
Cook, Sheila Diane Cooper, Vincent Michael Costanza, Lionel
Douglas DeVine, Steve Alan
Dunlap, Darwin Hyde Easter, Jr.,
and James Fraklin Elliott, Jr.
Andrew Ellis, James Patric
Eward, Wanda Kay Fuller9
Brad Gambrel4 Jr., Robert
William Gardner, David Cooper
Gillion, Mrs. Cynthia Lynn
Shaddix Glover, Charles David
Goldman, Mrs. Bee Atkinson
Hancock, ivilliam Robert Hard,
Jr., Mrs. Judith Marie Ylexico
Hart,Mrs.Ellen Posey Henderson,
and Diane Leigh Hochholzer.
Larry Wayne Hogan, Richard
Steven Hughes, Iris Marie
Hwlbert, Michael Eugene I m o n ,
Sherry Kay Jones, James Ronald
m b r o u g h , David Ronald w k ,
William Sanders Lancaster,
Gerald Let? Layton, Joe Carson
Lilly, Donna Jean Lovett, ,Walter
Van Machen, Charles Andrew
McRoberts,
Phillip
Frank
Mangina, Larry Wayne Moncrief,
and Barry Kirk Morris.
Lehman Nelson, Jr., John Andrew Osborn, Teresa Ann Paracca,
J e r r y Thomas . Parker, Mrs.
Phyllis Webb Parker, Susan Dean
Pelham, Michael Green Powell,
Ronald Scott, Anita Irene
Shoemaker, David Lee Skees,
Ernest Samuel Spruiell, Michael
Stepheh Sullivan, Harold James
Taylor, Alma Serene Thacker,
Barry
Shepherd
Thomas,
Catherine Rose Troncale, Charles
David Waldrep, Joel Edward
Warren, Larry Allan Warren,
Kenneth Wayne Watson, Tommy
Wayne Wheeler, Mrs. Andrea
Austin Whitehead, Jennifer Wiey,
Glen Darwin Wilderson, and Darin
Lee Wright.
Billy ~ a c kAustin, William Lee
Douglas, and Jeanine E.
Fairfield; Eloise Elaine Russell,
Gardendale; Benny h n a r r Bunn,
Michael Craig Gilliam, James
Larry Harris, and Michael Eugene
Robertson, Huey town ; Larry
Eugene Armstrong, Irondale ;
Homer Dewey ~illoughby, LII,
Midfield;
~
d M. Marie
~
Wm
' ,Morris;
Richard
Mathews, Mulga;
William
~~
i Allen
~~ Chap@,~ %son; ~
Billy Don Sims, R a t t Cify ; James

&llins Brown and Charles Vernon

GEORGIA-Robert Drew Mims,
Robert Bryant Peckham, and
David Sharpe Wallace, Atlanta;
Ravis David Cable and Pahela
Lynn Rubinson, Bremen; Homer
Allen Rhinehart, Jr,, Cedartom;

Lee
Brian
Terrell
Ragsdale, Dallas;
~
~ sOmerville;
~
k charles
~
Donald
~
, Wayne
Winfield McNutt, Jr.,
Walker,
Decatur; Michael Hill Caldweu
~ ~ ~ ~d
~
,
and~ Stephen
Barry
Peppers,
,d
war, ~ ~Gabe
~ d
n~ Lyerly.
~ ~
~
i
~
Newell; James Guy Henderson
Vir*nia E. Ambrose,
and Brenda Jane Jones, Roanoke;
mart;
Betty Jean B
~ Wedowee;
~
~
~ Mrs., Nan G. Chandash,
F. Clayton,
jimmy % b r t ~ ~ ~woodland,
a i ~ Ann, Daniel, and
James JudOl
ST'
Sanford
~ ~ ~ u Ashville;
l l ~ ~Shhley
~ h Mae
,
Glidewell, Odenville ; Gary Blair

Braden, Jay Henry Jenkins, and
Sara Ann Love
Hilda JOyce Cryar, Mickey City; Sherry Lynn O'Barr and w s .
Richard Decker, Wanda Marie Laura Ragsdale Rogers, Steele.
Henry, M ~F~~~~~
~ . ~~~~l in^^^,
SHELBY-Jokr Anthony Joseph,
earl McKinley
~ r s . ~ a z e lColumbiana;
Boyd Smith,
Isbell Roberts,
David Jr., Vincent;
Stephen Sullins
shockley,
pierceCarl Kenneth
s,
williarns, and ~i~~~
~ e e
i1
l1
TALLADEGA-Linda
Jane
Williamson, Albertville; Orby Grogan and Eddie Neal Smith,
*=kley, ~ ~ carroll,
~ n paula
n
Eastaboga.
James
Macon
M~~~~~~ conder, T~~~
van Kirksey,
Mrs. Charlotte
Ellenburg, Mrs. Teresa Simpson
Alman and Robert Land
~ ~ b b and
~ d Thomas
,
~~~~d
J,, MUnford; Larry Ray Cochran,
Williams, Arab.
Doug1as
Mrs. Linda Gazaway Brinker, k a c h , David Liveoak, Linda ail
Joanne Butler, Elizabeth Ann brig, and ~ ~ bsteven
e ~ persons,
t
Collier, Danny Lee Golden, Sylacsuga; William Armstrong
Beamon ~ d w a r dHead, Jr., Jerrie Burkhardt,
eph
Kay Lonigan, Sherry Elizabeth Chastain, Howard WaJ;ne Collier,
M X S ~ James
,
Michael Matthews,
a
Hubbard,
Michael Edward Montgomery, Bar.bara Ann Milam,-mnny LeRoy
Robert melton mtjerson, Jane Russell, Herbert Dark Sims, Jr.,
Ethel Smith, Beverly Ann nomas
B~~~ Townsend, and
S ~ r a d l i n , and Mrs.
Mary Amelia Turner, Talladega.
Reinha& strickland, Boaz;
TALLAPOOSA--Alfred Lee
Cathy Paulette Anderson, Grant. Harrelson, Jr., Dadeville. !.
~ i l l i e~ ~ B t ~h ~ - ~, ~r ~~WALKER-Nathan
,.
Leo Barlow,
Jean Ann Brock Campbell, E d h
H ~ ~m- u, , David Burr ~ m a r d
cecilia ~ ~ McClendon,
t h
and
Kerry
Wagner, Guntersville;
ms. Frances Davis
and
~
~ Jane t Tidmore,
h
Horton;
~

Moersch, Ft. Lauderdale; Suzanne
Marie Couch, Ft. Myers; Vincent
steven
b m t~o r o , Orlando.
~
t

,

Gary Michael Burson, Mrs.
Ann Hammett, Bob
Bruner Primm, and Brenda Gail
Rutledge Jasper; Sarah Kaye
Ellis, S,ibn.
WINSTON--Rebecca

,
xhtie Roncale, of ~ h m h g h a m ;ath hi as, who is a

Ann

Presley, Rome; Ronald Hoyt
Butler, Rossvilie; Lauren Gordon
Rogers, Stone Mountdn ; Marie
Louise Mcmorter, Summeme;
William Emory Greene and
Michael Scott
Rion.
KENTUCKY -Randall
James
Buys, Erlanger.
MARYLAND- Michael Henry
Melocik, Whorton.
MISSISSIPPI --Mrs. Laura
Herring Men, Meridian,
NEW YORK--Diana Drews,
Hastings,
OHIO-Joe
Barry Norton,
Waverly.
SOUTH CAROLINA-. J o ab
Mauldin Dowling, Jr., Beayfod;
Charles Miles, Hartsviuee
TENNESSEEGary Howard
pawford,
qatqooga.
VIRGINIA--Dennis Michael
Whiteside, Hampton.
WEST VIRGn\JIA-M.rs. Sandra
Laferne Steiner, Crab Orchard.
OTHER++Amalia Alegria, &m
Jose, Costa Rica; Andrea Maria
Walter, Mannheim,
;
Said Habid Hissin, Beirut,
Lebanon.

Ken May Elected
BSU
President
Ken May, a Jax State senior, has
been elected president of the
Alabama Baptist Student Union.

